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                         reviews the evidence on the rapid rise of the Delta variant 
and how fit it really is for prolonging the COVID-19 pandemic..
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Healthcare Fallout

Given enough time and space, COVID, like any virus was going to evolve into a 
rapidly spreading highly infectious agent. With the arrival of the delta variant, 
SARS-CoV-2 takes another big leap in that direction, prompting concern that 
Delta is likely to rapidly become the dominant circulating strain globally.   

The COVID Vaccine 
Race In Graphs

10% of the world is fully vaccinated.

22% of the world's population has had at least one 
dose, but only 0.9% in low income countries. 

40.8M doses of COVID vaccine are being 
administered per day.

As most of the infections in countries with high vaccination rates,  like the US, it 
creates a start divide between the vaccinated and the unvaccinated. However, 
consolidated statistics of dropping total case numbers as vaccination rates 
increase gives a false picture of the real danger those that remain unvaccinated 
are putting themselves in. 
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60%
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other variants. 

This rapid spread of the Delta variant, 90% of the 
cases circulating in India, was largely responsible for 
the 400K daily case numbers seen recently in India, 
and has delayed COVID-19 lockdown easing in the UK 
as the variant has rapidly spread there. The delta 
variant is already causing spikes of infection in other 
countries as well. 

2X Increase in hospitalization rates for the 
delta variant over others in the UK. 

Hospitalization from Delta

In reality, case numbers, 
hospitalization rates, and 
deaths among the 
unvaccinated in the US is as 
high as it was at the peak in 
January. Once adjusted for 
only the unvaccinated, the 
infection rate is 73% higher 
that the publized rate, giving 
people false impressions that 
it is safe to go out without a 
mask and resume normal life. 
This is still true for the 
vaccinated as recent studies 

show that the Pfizer vaccine is still at least 96% effective against 
hospitalization from the Delta variant and the AstraZeneca is 92% effective.  
No data has been released on the Moderna vaccine. 

Given the aggressive spread of the Delta variant, the WHO has declared Delta 
"the fastest and fittest" COVID variant, likely to increase fatality rates in the 
most vulnerable, many of whom remain unvaccinated in poorer countries. 
Already found in 92 countries, Africa remains particularly vulnerable as India's 
Delta variant wave largely halted vaccine exports.  

In South America, the picture is mixed. In Peru, a lambda variant is tearing 
through the population faster than the Gamma variant in Brazil. Combined 
with South America's 8-fold increase in COVID death rates than the rest of the 
world, suggests that the LATAM region will continue to suffer from the 
pandemic significantly in the near future. 
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As more aggressive variants sweep the globe access to the race is on to 
increase vaccine availability:

All Joking Aside

the Olympic 
venues to keep 
crowds at 50% 
capacity. Tokyo 
games president
Seiko Hashimoto 
said she is "100%" 
certain the Games 
will go ahead, but 
at what cost to the 
games reputation?

Recovery or Bust

COVID'S ANCIENT HISTORY

Vaccine Demand & Policy
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The on/off debate surrounding the Tokyo Olympic 
games postponed from last year is still up in the air. 
The summer Olympic and Paralympic games are a 
massive undertaking run by the International Olympic 
Committee (IOC) and only the IOC has the right to 
cancel the games. The Olympics are a massive 
undertaking with 42 different venues around the 
country hosting over 330 events from July 23rd to 
August 8th. More than 80% of Japan's population 
want the games to be canceled. As of today, less than 
9% of the population has been vaccinated, as Japan 
didn't launch their vaccine campaign until Feb 2021. 
Adding to this stress, several athletes, notably 2 from 
Uganda who had been previously vaccinated. The 
restrictions for the games are quite high. No foreign 
spectators are allowed to attend the games and only 
about 10K Japanese fans will be permitted at any of   

World's Most Unusual Places to Get a COVID Vaccine
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A country's economic outlook can now be predicted 
based on a single commodity, COVID vaccines. A 
recent analysis of COVID vaccines shows a clear 
correlation between the % of the population that is 
vaccinated and the % increase in GDP over the 
previous year. This creates a tale of "two recoveries", 
economies that will take full advantage of the 5.6% 
growth in global GDP and those that will go entirely 
in the other direction, ultimately adding to the 
frustration of lower income countries inability to get 
vaccines from the COVAX scheme.  

It is possible to speculate that this is also 
compounded by the fact that most COVID vaccines 
are manufactured in countries with the best access 
to COVID vaccines and the money that comes with it. 
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Regional Vaccine Struggles 

Two open questions still stand for COVID vaccination in children, the 
likelihood of cardiac inflammation and whether they are the priority. The 
FDA review of recent reports of mRNA vaccines causing cardiac 
inflammation has resulted in both Pfizer and Moderna needing to add a 
warning label on their vaccines specifically for young adults and 
adolescents. As the side effect is rare it will not prompt the FDA to pause 
vaccination for people in the affected age group. 

From a policy perspective however, the WHO still advices, "There is not 
yet enough evidence on the use of vaccines against COVID-19 in children 
to make recommendations for children to be vaccinated against COVID-
19. Children and adolescents tend to have milder disease compared to 
adults. However, children should continue to have the recommended 
childhood vaccines."

Two COVID vaccines from Cuba, 
Abdala (92% effective) and Soberana 2 
(62% effective) are now ready for use.  
Iran is already manufacturing the 
Soberana 2 vaccine for themselves., as 
well as Sputnik V.  
The WHO has cited manufacturing 
issues in Sputnik V plants in Russia that 
will not help the global vaccine supply. 
Additionally, a pan-Coronavirus inhaled 
prevention/ treatment  has been 
acquired by Enochian  Biosciences and 
due for FDA  submission soon. 
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By most of our accounts, COVID-19 is the third pandemic driving by a 
coronavirus infection, following behind SARS (2003) and MERS (2012). A 
collaboration sparked by the COVID-19 pandemic has led to some interesting 
discoveries about how evolutionary information tracing can provide insights on 
viruses that have previously caused pandemics and potentially predict which 
classes of viruses have pandemic potential. This would greatly aid in the 
structuring of surveillance programs with enhanced monitoring of circulating 
viruses aimed at more readily predicting and preventing the next pandemic. 

The prediction works by looking at human genomic databases and flagging  
points of excessive adaptation, which can be linked to genes that interact with  
infectious agents, such as a virus. Then using the appearance of those 
adaptations to decipher the timeframe of the 
previous pandemic, geographical scope, and 
responsible infectious agent. 

The current study demonstrates that a early relative 
of SARS-CoV-2 infected a large population of East 
Asians more than 20,000 years ago, driving excess 
adaptive mutations in virus-interacting proteins 
(VIPs) linked to RNA virus infection. The pattern of
statistical associations with VIPs linked to a 
particular pathogen suggest which viral families may 
have pandemic potential. In the present study, it also 
identified several potential novel drug targets for 
combating SARS-CoV-2, though it cannot actually 
prove causal relationships. 

The global COVID
vaccine market is
currently valued at 
$38 B and predicted 
to grow to 56% to $96 
B, but with the
exception of Brazil is
unlikely to benefit
many other emerging
markets directly
through vaccine
manufacture and
sales.
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